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13 pure electric BYD Midibuses for Italy – second order for new model 

Four city operators in the Piedmont Region of Italy have placed orders for a total of 13 BYD pure 

electric Midibuses, a new model which BYD only unveiled at the Busworld Show in October.  

GTT, the Turin operator is ordering eight Midibuses (which will join its fleet of 20 12m BYD ebuses), 

AMAG in Alessandria is taking two as is BUSCOMPANY, the operator in nearby Saluzzo and 

CHIESA in Carmagnola is ordering one.  

All the Midibuses for these Italian operators share a standard specification. The key features are: 

 2 doors

 Low entry steps
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 8.75m overall length

 Two battery packs delivering total power of 174 kWh

 An in-service range of 150-200km (to UITP Sort 1 conditions)

 Total passenger capacity – 58

The buses, which will be built in BYD’s plants in China, are expected to be delivered in the second 

half of 2018. 

“These orders are doubly significant for BYD: they further under line our growing position in the 

important Italian bus market where we are making progress in the face of strong competition and 

they also represent a vote of confidence in our latest model, the Midibus”, said Isbrand Ho, Managing 

Director, BYD Europe.  

“In fact, in this month alone we are able to announce orders for our largest ever vehicles – two 18m 

articulated ebuses – from our most northerly customer, Nobina in Norway, as well as these 13 

vehicles – our smallest model – for our most southerly mainland European customers in Piedmont”.  

He added: “Whether its maximum capacity in a cold climate or manoeuvrable ebuses capable of 

servicing confined streets in historic southern cities, BYD has the right product!”, Mr Ho added.  

###### 

About BYD 

BYD Company Ltd. is a leading high-tech multinational company based in Shenzhen, China. Since 

its establishment in 1995, BYD has developed solid expertise in rechargeable batteries, becoming a 

relentless advocate of sustainable development. It has successfully expanded its renewable energy 

solutions globally with operations in over 50 countries and regions. After 23 years’ development, BYD 

has created a Zero Emissions Energy Ecosystem – affordable solar power generation, reliable 

energy storage, cutting-edge electrified transportation and a state of the art monorail – has made it 

an industry leader in the energy and transportation sector. BYD is listed on the Hong Kong and 

Shenzhen Stock Exchange. For more information, please visit http://www.byd.com. 
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